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INTRODUCTION

About
Society
To foster Massachusetts’ new
cannabis era, our products reflect an
outlook driven by eclecticism,
experimentation, and expertise. We
create finely crafted and innovative
cannabis products spanning
infusions, concentrates, edibles,
topicals, and tinctures.
Stock your shelves with quality consistent products
that will keep your customers coming back for more.
We believe there is an independent spirit in
everyone, and we help to fuel yours.

Delivering consistent, premium
quality, concentrates that are
As Good as Gold.
Goldies offers a full range of Cartridges
including strain specific full spectrum and
distillate as well as THC/CBD 1:1 offerings.
All of our terpenes are cannabis derived
and pulled in house with no additives.
1 gram Concentrates offerings span waxes
and shatters, with Live Resin and other
hydrocarbon offerings available soon.

COVETED
CANNABIS
CONFECTIONS
All mighty things grow from solid roots.
Our edibles are crafted from the highest
quality distillate cannabis oil infused
into premium ingredients, to elevate the
experience of cannabis edibles, and
bring a little Regal into your day.
Royal Root’s current edible line
contains quality Chocolates and Fruit
Chews in fun seasonal flavors available
in both 100mg bars and tins or 200mg
TAC 1:1 THC/CBD blend.

Trusted
Traditionals
Crafted holistic, cannabis-based
remedies for natural healing and
everyday care. Sir Franklin’s vision
is to use the plant to heal the
person, following one simple truth,
Nature knows best.
Sir Franklin offers a wide array of
tinctures and topicals to naturally
care for you.

A curated blend of our favorite
strains, sourced from the state’s best
cultivators, produced to enhance the
soundtrack of your life. Grab a Mix
Tape, live your story.
“Every mix tape tells a story. Put them
together, and they can add up to the
story of a life.”
–Rob Sheffield

White
Labeling
Why sell the same old brands as everyone else?
Increase the reach of your own brand, and differentiate your menu from the competition.
Society will work with you to develop your own
branded offerings or to create proprietary products
only sold at your store. We will help your business
grow by supplying consistent premium products,
designed and branded with your logos and color
schemes, to stock your dispensary shelves and
get your company name and logo directly to your
customer base.
Your unique vision can be fulfilled with packaging
that creates a brand experience. Let us help
you with our custom design and compliant, childresistant packaging options.
With over ten years of combined experience in
cannabis processing and manufacturing our team
offers a variety of quality, tested products available
in custom packaging to mirror your brand.

